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SOUTHERN MARYLAND NAVY ALLIANCE

Statement of Purpose

Southern Maryland Navy Alliance is a private organization whose mission is to support,
promote, and enhance the intellectual capital and infrastructure at Patuxent River and
St. Inigoes as an economic asset and resource to the Southern Maryland region.

The objectives are:
Support the expansion of technical and engineering jobs in Research, Development, Acquisition, Test &
Evaluation, fleet life cycle support, defense-related opportunities as well as the overall growth and diversity of
the economy in the Southern Maryland region. This includes vigorous support and assistance for the policies and
budgets of Naval Aviation, Federal, and Department of Defense (DoD) Joint activities and support for applicable
commercial opportunities that will enhance Southern Maryland’s brand as a Technical Center of Excellence.
Educate and inform the businesses, citizens, and governments of Southern Maryland about the economic
and cultural benefits of a strong military presence in the region and the importance of supporting regional
infrastructure.
Provide leadership to facilitate coordination and build consensus on key projects with various organizations,
groups, clubs, governments and individuals who have similar interests in maintaining healthy and stable
community, economy and DoD installations in our area.
Serve as a catalyst to assist other government and private organizations with marketing the science and
technology assets at Patuxent River and St. Inigoes and in the larger Southern Maryland community.

THIS ANNUAL REPORT IS ISSUED BY THE PRESIDENT AND THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AS REQUIRED BY THE BY-LAWS OF THE CORPORATION.
The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance solicits financial contributions from its sponsors each year. Your
participation is vital to our organization; our sponsor list is an indicator to the Congressional Delegation,
the State of Maryland, the County Commissioners and other government officials of the level of
community support for our military installations. Membership contributions range from $1000 to $7500.
Checks should be sent to the Southern Maryland Navy Alliance, P.O. Box 748, Hollywood, MD 20636.
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Report from the President

Tim Heely, RADM (ret)

President, Southern Maryland
Navy Alliance

“ our efforts on

We are focusing
government and
Naval relations
as always, but
also work force
development.

”

The Southern Maryland Navy
Alliance continues to fine tune its
mission to support, promote and
enhance the intellectual capital as
economic assets and resources to
Patuxent River, St. Inigoes, and other
military installations in the Southern
Maryland region. We have been
actively communicating with elected
and appointed local, county, state
and national individuals and U. S.
Naval leadership to ensure all sides
are heard and understood.
While I was in uniform at Naval Air
Station Patuxent River as the Naval
Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
(NAWCAD) Commander I felt like
I had a reasonable handle on how
the Navy and Marine Corps (both
uniformed military and civil service)
worked, having spent 20 years in the
fleet and 10 in NAVAIR acquisition.
But how we interacted with the local
civilian contractor and government
was a mystery I knew I had to figure
out quickly. Soon after I took over
the job, my secretary, Mary Watts
(the forever NAWCAD secretary)
told me I had some people from
the Navy Alliance who wanted to
introduce themselves.
I asked, “who or what is the Navy
Alliance?”
She then, while Todd Morgan and
Keith Fairfax and J. Frank Raley
cooled their heels in the reception
area, told me this would be one of
the most important groups of people
I would meet.
She was right.
They opened my eyes to the
interconnectivity between what
happens inside the fence and what
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happens outside the fence – and
how when NAVAIR stubs its toe the
surrounding community walks with
a pronounced limp. Many times,
actions are taken with the best of
intent, but an unintended adverse
consequence overshadows the positive
affect that was hoped for – had a little
conversation and exchange of ideas
taken place at the start things could
have gone smoother. Obviously, there
are rules and restrictions on just how
much information can be shared, but
it is critical to get a bigger picture and
to be able to know a fuller story when
decisions have to be made.
The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance
continues to try and act in that
manner: informing, learning, directing
and connecting as appropriate.
Underlying all of these efforts, of
course, is the desire to grow the
capabilities of the Southern Maryland
region and to educate the people
in Annapolis and Washington (and
sometimes, frankly, St. Mary’s,
Charles and Calvert Counties) what
this community has to offer.
Although we have been told that
another round of Base Realignment
and Closure (BRAC) hearings are not
in the cards, every time a decision
is made, be it basing decision,
acquisition, construction, runway
expansion or the like, a “mini-BRAC”
occurs. Jobs are added or subtracted,
houses and offices are built or vacated,
the population grows or lessens – and
with that population follows hospital
bed usage, electricity use, restaurant
meals served, taxes collected, hotel
rooms filled. The bits and pieces of
Southern Maryland are intertwined
and tightly connected.

SOUTHERN MARYLAND NAVY ALLIANCE

To that end we are focusing our
efforts on government and Naval
relations as always, but also work
force development. To be a thriving
community and a workforce with
the latest ideas and applications
we need to ramp up our efforts to
attract and retain an ever-growing
vibrant workforce. We need to be
able to offer college, and non-college,
graduates good paying jobs doing
meaningful work – the kind of work,
when you are finished, you can look
at it and be proud you were part
of something so much bigger than
yourself – the kind of work that will
make a difference – the kind of work
that will change the future.
That kind of work is what goes on
each and every day in Southern
Maryland.
This summer we sponsored a
workshop for summer hires. With
Dottie Simeona’s strong help, we
were able to get about 60 student
interns together and tell them what
this area has to offer and to hear

what they had to say. To a person
they said they were excited to be
here and to be doing the work they
got to do. They could see the big
picture and they wanted to be a part
of it.
We are working with the people at
NAVAIR and NAWCAD to allow
some of these young people to enter
the government and contractor
workforce quickly. The old saw about
how “you can’t work here until you
have experience working here” holds
back new talent with fresh ideas and
abundant energy – the very ideas and
energy we are going to have to tap
into if we want to compete in the
world of tomorrow.
We will continue to work on
expanding the St. Mary’s Airport
zone, with the University of
Maryland’s new building and the
surrounding innovation park the
County, under Chris Kaselemis,
has laid out. Unmanned Vehicle
companies continue to come here
and if we can line up air space

clearance and facilities usage
correctly we are on the cusp of
something huge.
We are also working with the state
and the county to try to alleviate
some of the traffic problems, with
road and bridge widenings teed up
for the next several years.
And we are looking for your ideas
on what needs to be built, tweaked,
modified or cancelled – Gary and I
and the rest of the Alliance Board are
eager to hear what you think.
This is a wonderful place to live and
work and play. With your help and
commitment and support we will do
our best to keep it that way, and to
improve on what we have.
Respectfully,

Tim Heely, RADM (ret)
President, Southern Maryland
Navy Alliance
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Not pictured: Christine Wray, Secretary; Brian Norris,
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Michael Johnston; Dottie Simeona.
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SMNA 2018-2019
AGENDA

The following agenda for the Southern Maryland Navy Alliance (SMNA) is intended to support
the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
(NAWCAD) including St. Inigoes / Webster Field, Program Executive Offices (PEOs), NAS
Patuxent River, tenant commands and the surrounding Southern Maryland region and business
community (all referred to as the Patuxent River Complex) as an indispensable national asset.
•

Maintain the current courses of action with respect to ongoing SMNA strategic initiatives to ensure
continuity and achievement of established goals and objectives.

•

Engage in direct and open dialogues with the Navy on all matters pertaining to the health of, and vision
for, the Patuxent River Complex. Refine our understanding and advocacy of the NAVAIR vision to be a
source for supporting change.

•

Promote a cross section of membership that brings representatives from the Southern Maryland
community stakeholders in the development of the local economy.

•

Continue to be inclusive of other community based organizations that hold shared and complementary
interests with the SMNA.

•

Ensure transparency between public and private sectors as a means of promoting the intellectual capital
for progressive and diversified development of the Southern Maryland economy.

•

Educate stakeholders and decision makers on the capabilities of the Patuxent River Complex for
acquisition, deployment and support of military power for the defense of the United States.

•

Facilitate awareness for policy makers and senior Navy leadership of the unique world class
infrastructure and intellectual capital in our region to support other Federal agency and commercial
based programs.

•

Support Navy initiatives for special projects and facility improvements across the Patuxent River
Complex.

•

Endorse and provide support to the University System of Maryland, the Unmanned Aviation Systems
(UAS) Test Site, the Autonomous Research Initiative, the UAS Center of Excellence, Special Operations
and Irregular Warfare / Rapid Response programs.

•

Protect the Navy facilities from encroachment issues, referencing the NAS Patuxent River Encroachment
Plan to ensure consistency with the Navy’s strategy in concert with local community interests.

F-35 Patuxent River Integrated Test Force test pilots, U.S. Marine Corps
Maj. Michael Lippert and Royal Navy Cmdr. Nathan Gray, continue first of
class flight trials (fixed wing) developmental test flights aboard the Royal Navy
aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth (R08), Sept. 28, 2018.
(U.S. Navy photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin by Dane Wiedmann)
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POLICY GUIDELINES
•

Ensure the Southern Maryland Navy Alliance adheres to its mission of supporting the Navy and
business development in the region, with no special advantage to or for any particular company.

•

Support the US Navy and US Marine Corps Naval Aviation in our area.

•

Understand the limitations of the Navy in its ability to present its position and how the Southern Maryland Navy Alliance can be a strong ally before Congress and the Department of Defense as well as in the
private sector.

•

Construct political alliances with elected officials at the Federal, State, and local levels and other groups
across the country.

•

Maintain situational awareness of the budget and political processes and those who have influence
within each. Special focus should be on budget activities that have both positive and negative impacts to
Naval Aviation, activities within the Patuxent River Complex and the supporting industry.

•

Allocate resources to support a systematic effort targeted to secure appropriation of funds for special
projects/programs at Patuxent River and Webster Outlying Field (WOLF) and in the community at large.

•

Integrate Southern Maryland Navy Alliance strategy with trends in national defense and US foreign and
world trade policies.

•

Employ a professional support system of Washington consultants to monitor events, develop strategies,
and brief key decision-makers.

SIX KEY OBJECTIVES
1

Cost of Operations
Reduce cost of NAVAIR operations by optimizing how and where non-mission essential contractors
work.

2

Technical Center
Promote Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division as Naval Aviation’s premier Technical Center of
Excellence.

3

New Missions
Encourage the growth and diversification of new missions in Southern Maryland while ensuring all
core work is retained.

4

Autonomous Systems
Help establish NAS Patuxent River as the Navy’s focal point for all UAS test and evaluation.

5

Support Naval and Regional Economy
Encourage collaborative efforts between the Navy, Marine Corps and community to eliminate all
encroachment risks while promoting the growth and diversification of the regional economy.

6

Partnerships and Shared Services
Be a leader among Naval installations in shared services - think big and be bold.
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The following articles present updates on major issues
and projects affecting the Patuxent River Complex.

Five Years Old, 1,000 Sorties –
and Ten Minutes to Live
By Matt Scassero, Director, University of Maryland Unmanned Aircraft Systems Test Site
In 2014 the University of Maryland Unmanned Aircraft
Systems Test Site officially stood up with four mission
objectives; 1) conduct ground-breaking research with
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), 2) integrate with
the higher education program of the University and
the University System of Maryland, 3) conduct public
outreach surrounding the roles and ecosystem of
unmanned and autonomous systems, and 4) enrich
the economic development capabilities of the region
and state. By all measures, a rousing success, thanks
to the vision and support of an amazing cast of
stakeholders, both as organizations and as individuals
with boundless energy and enthusiasm. Much more,
however, is on the horizon…we’ve only just begun
the journey.
While 1,000 sorties are not a huge measure in an
established manned aviation unit, for one conducting
cutting edge research into unproven technologies,
with multiple failure points, with a sense of discipline
and risk management…it is a momentous milestone.
With aircraft ranging from small commercial-off-the-

shelf quadcopters to 900 pound multi-rotors and 400
pound fixed wing aircraft, the pilots and engineers at
the Test Site focus on the safe and efficient integration
of equipment, software, processes and people that result
in successful missions and research outcomes. Proving
itself valuable beyond measure, the Navy-derived UMD
UAS Airworthiness Process continues to both guide the
efforts of the test teams and result in a unique product
for both the Test Site and their partners and customers.
When pilot and project manager Jim Alexander achieved
the 1,000th sortie flying a NASA search-and-rescue
beacon test flight, it may have seemed just another day
in the office…but the road was paved with discipline
and process.
The same discipline is matched with equal parts
enthusiasm and “what if ” attitude when new projects
are derived. After completing the first civil/commercial
flight of a UAS across the Chesapeake Bay carrying a
medical supply payload in 2016, the Test Site fielded

UMD Tigershark crew
preparing for a Navy meshnetwork radio test flight.
(credit: UMD UAS Test Site)
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Continued next page

a phone call from a surgeon in Baltimore who wanted
to fly a human organ to a waiting patient using a
drone. “Sure!” Two and a half years later, after an
incredible level of effort from a group including UMD,
the University of Maryland Medical Center, the City
of Baltimore, the Living Legacy Foundation, industry
companies including Silvus, AlarisPro, BFD Systems,
Airxos, a willing donor family and a special, eager
patient, a viable kidney was transported on April 19th,
2019 in the world’s first organ delivery via drone
to a waiting patient. Though only a 2.8 mile flight,
executing this feat in downtown Baltimore inside Class
B airspace around Baltimore Washington International
Airport with a UAS Test Site-designed and built UAS to
maximize redundancy and reliability ensured not only a
demonstration of new capability, but also the reasoned
and deliberate approach required for such life-impacting
applications. Covered around the world, the project
has legs – new phases of research into Beyond Visual
Line of Sight and Operations Over People are planned,
and at least two new companies have been spawned to
operationalize aspects of this research.

As imagined since
day one, the UAS
Test Site continues to
partner with NAWCAD
and various parts of
NAVAIR to accomplish
low-cost, specific
tasking to complement
the depth of capabilities
the Navy has in
Southern Maryland.
Sharing the lessons learned and breakthroughs in
the commercial unmanned and autonomous systems
markets with the decades of operational and test
experience resident here is creating an innovation
testbed for a variety of multi-domain systems focusing
on sensing, communications, control theory and
machine learning. Working with NSWC Indian Head,
Carderock and others, these tests are proving the
imagination is the limit for combining capabilities and
Continued on page 11

UAS with organ transport
payload landing at UMMC
helipad April 19, 2019
(credit: UMSOM)
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The following articles present updates on major issues
and projects affecting the Patuxent River Complex.

Planning for Our Future Workforce
By Tammy Ditzel, Inesse Consulting, LLC, Lee Greely, Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland,
Dottie Simeona, SMNA Workforce Development Chair

The Workforce Development Committee is in full force
(pun intended). We are focused on key goals: work
with the Navy to prepare for future workforce demands
in the areas of skills needed; attraction/recruitment in
the Southern Maryland (SoMD) area; building skills
programs in SoMD based on future needs; and working
across the SoMD community to provide increased
availability, increased awareness and socialize resource
availability to drive the development of our future
workforce. One key program is led by the Tri-County
Council for Southern Maryland (TCC). Learn more
about what we are doing and come join us.
On May 20, 2019, the Tri-County Council for Southern
Maryland (TCC) launched the first workgroup meeting
of the Cybersecurity & Software Development Industry
Partnership Alliance. This session and future sessions
are facilitated by Tammy Ditzel, President/CEO Inesse
Consulting LLC, and provide a sustainable workgroup
for the Southern Maryland Region.
One of the initial goals of the group was to work
collaboratively to create a cybersecurity career
pathway designed to guide workforce development
professionals, businesses, and educators in providing
a stronger pipeline of local job candidates to fill
the vacancies in STEM opportunities in Southern
Maryland – job opportunities that often go unfilled.
TCC wanted to center the group’s efforts around their
primary “customer”: the local businesses in dire need
of qualified, well-trained candidates in cybersecurity
and software development. Our industry partners
answered the call with representatives from Booz
Allen Hamilton, Sabre Systems, Smartronix, Precise
Systems, PSI Pax, MAG Aerospace, Rollout Systems,
Disk Enterprise Solutions Inc (DESI), Coherent
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Technical Services (CTI), AVIAN, and Naval Systems
Inc. (NSI) attending the first meeting on May 20 –
eager for engagement. Around the room, we also
welcomed community resource partners from the
College of Southern Maryland, University System of
Maryland, Calvert, Charles, and St. Mary’s Economic
Development, Maryland Department of Commerce
& Department of Labor, Calvert and St. Mary’s
Chamber of Commerce, Charles County Career
& Technology Academy, The Tri-County Council
for Southern Maryland, The Patuxent Partnership,
and the Southern Maryland Navy Alliance – who
engaged, but mostly listened to our business
partners. Listening and learning, the community
partners were united in the goal of understanding
how we can come together to better support our
businesses to prepare, attract, and retain the
technical talent they need.
The first meeting allowed the group to get to know
one another through networking, unite around the
definition and benefits of a career pathway, discuss
the risks of not having a career pathway to guide our
efforts, and identify other key partners to engage
such as NAVAIR and NAWCAD.
The second meeting welcomed these additional key
partners from NAVAIR along with new business
representation including Zekiah Technologies,
AM Pierce & Associates, Cogito Innovations, and
Eagle Systems, representatives from St. Mary’s
County Public Schools, Calvert and St. Mary’s
Career & Technology Academy, and many legislative
representatives from the Southern Maryland area.

SOUTHERN MARYLAND NAVY ALLIANCE

Continued next page

What We’ve Learned So Far
One of the goals of creating a traditional career pathway
has shifted, based on the invaluable feedback from our
business partners. Our purpose needs to be redefined
based on 2 criteria:
1) Cybersecurity is less of a vertical career pathway, and
more of a horizontal thread that runs through software
development and engineering.
2) Filling the pipeline of tech opportunities in Southern
Maryland can be equally contributed to our collective
challenge to consistently attract and retain talent to the
Southern Maryland area.

Where We’re Headed
Our workgroup is evolving after only two meetings, and
we understand that the challenges we face in Southern
Maryland have several layers. Entering in to our third and
fourth workgroup sessions in September and October,
we will prioritize our purpose and efforts to include the
following:
1) Create/promote a clear career pathway in cybersecurity
that includes an understanding of the clearance process
and a smaller gap between job-seekers/students and
businesses – allowing those journeying on the career
pathway to be mentored and ask questions of those in
the industry.
2) Create/promote apprenticeships and explore
incorporating youth apprenticeships into the industry
3) Be more engaged and pro-active partners in the security
clearance process – getting the process moving earlier
and influencing provisions for apprenticeships.
4) Close the gap between training curricula offered in our
area and the certifications most sought after – being
certain that we are training and certifying candidates
for the most in-demand needs.
We plan to address these priorities in subcommittee fashion, capitalizing on the expertise of
our workgroup members. This meeting is open to
NAVAIR, NAWCAD, and contractor community.
For more information please contact Lee Greely,
Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland at
lgreely@tccsmd.org.

UAS engineer Josh Gaus (l) and
Chief of Safety Jim Alexander
(r) coordinate preparations
for arrival of the organ-carrying UAS at the University of
Maryland Medical Center with
transplant surgeon Dr. Joe
Scalea. (credit: UMSOM)

Continued from page 9
networks. “Learn by doing” is the mantra that
guides this effort.
As has been recognized around the world, every
new development effort requires a catalyst and
anchor institutions for success. As part of the new
environment growing at the St. Mary’s County
Airport, the UAS Test Site integrates their efforts
with the TechPort incubator, the local business
community, the newly USM-merged University
System of Maryland at Southern Maryland, and
the supportive partnership with the Navy. This has
quickly attracted the attention and efforts of others
around the region and state, resulting in the County
initiating the Innovation District planning process
that will create a future university research parkcentered ecosystem that will focus on the people,
not just the technology, and the atmosphere and
infrastructure that will grow, attract and retain the
workforce of our shared future.
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The following articles present updates on major issues
and projects affecting the Patuxent River Complex.

Maryland Office of Military and
Federal Affairs (OMFA) Two New Initiatives
By Thomas O. Evans, Esq.
Maryland Military Installation Council -- Workforce Committee
The Maryland Military Installation Council (MMIC) stood up a Workforce Committee at its April 15th meeting.
Ms. Lisa Swoboda, Senior Director of OMFA held an organizational/kick off meeting on July 16th in Baltimore
with the invited legislative members of the Council and alliance presidents. At the meeting, based on discussions,
a draft mission statement was determined:

To strengthen the capabilities and increase the availability of Maryland's defense industry workforce to meet
the growing needs of Maryland's defense communities.
Also, during that initial meeting, it was resolved to work on four defense workforce challenges identified as:
1) Attraction/ Recruitment

2) Retention

3) Security Clearances

4) Spousal Employment

The current effort is to enlist dedicated Committee members concerned about workforce. The initial assignments
of those in the meeting were to develop goals for the Committee and to compile the various workforce programs
supporting defense industry workforce in Maryland. The goal is to leverage resources and identify gaps, and to
publicize best practices.
The attendees were challenged to aggregate the job vacancies within their defense community. Recognizing it will
be an estimate, but a start to provide the bigger picture as to opportunities and challenges at a statewide level.

New Links to Maryland Business Resources
Three new web pages have been released to assist Maryland businesses to do
better in Maryland. These sites serve as a resource for Maryland businesses
and a quick reference for Maryland program assistance.

Maryland Business Express — https://businessexpress.maryland.gov

Provides quick reference to managing your business whether you are planning, starting, managing, or growing your
business. Help from creating a business plan, registering your business in Maryland to workforce development.

Maryland Business Expressway — https://businessexpress.maryland.gov/grow/workforce

Provides quick reference to Workforce Education, Hiring Initiatives, Workforce Training Grants, Labor and Industry
Standards, and like information; quick links to assist employers and job seekers.

Maryland Regional Resources — https://businessexpress.maryland.gov/grow/regional-resources

Provides an interactive map of 10 State Agency contacts of the Governor’s Commerce Subcabinet by region. In
addition to those ten State Agencies it provides a link and direct access to all seventeen Maryland Departments.
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Charles County Military Alliance Council (MAC)
By Pam Frank, Executive Director
Naval Support Facility Indian Head was founded in Charles
County in 1890 as the Navy’s first established presence in
Southern Maryland. People came to work and live in the
area and the town of Indian Head was born and continued
to grow.
Although Indian Head is rich in history, it lacks the
population numbers and the accompanying basic
amenities. There have been many attempts to revive the
area, however, Indian Head is disadvantaged in that it
sits at the end of a major highway, Rt. 210, and does not
benefit from through traffic activities.
In the 1980’s, land use decisions made by the county and
state made it difficult for the Town to thrive economically
and after 911, tighter security separated the Base from the
Town.
In the 1990's, a group of businessmen and citizens, many
retired from the Naval Ordnance Station in Indian Head,
formed the Indian Head Defense Alliance. Their role was
to prevent the Indian Head installation from being on the
losing end of a Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC).
With assistance from our Federal, State and local
representatives Naval Support Facility Indian Head
(NSFIH) managed to dodge a BRAC. However, as time
passed, and eminent closure seemed less likely, the
Defense Alliance lost its focus, membership started to
decline.

An additional component of our mission is to support the
Town of Indian Head. As with the other six alliances in the
state of Maryland, installations have an enormous economic
impact on local communities.
The MAC understands the correlation of keeping the high
level of talent and skills utilized at the Base by providing a
vibrant community where both employees and residents all
can feel invested. We are committed to assisting the Town
of Indian Head with its current revitalization efforts.
The MAC has been able to assist both NSFIH and the
Town with several notable projects which include bringing
fiber optics through town and up to the "gate" of NSFIH
and funding for the remediation and demolition of over
100,000 sq. ft. of blighted property. Recently, the MAC
obtained funding for the build-out of the Velocity Center,
a collaboration between the College of Southern Maryland
and the NSWC Indian Head Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) Technology Division (IHEODTD) to promote
innovation, create talent pools and to enhance business
opportunities.
The future is looking up. The installation is growing.
New businesses are opting to locate in the Town and the
community is seeing tangible improvements. The MAC
will continue to assist with revitalization and beautification
efforts with Indian Head as well as advocate for Naval
Support Facility Indian Head.

In 2015, the Maryland Department of Commerce
approached a loosely formed group of proponents of the
Base and asked if they would be interested in starting up
a new military alliance. Assembled under the auspices
of the Charles County Chamber of Commerce and with
the strength of membership backing them, the Military
Alliance Council (MAC) was formed.
The MAC's vision embraces Charles County’s national
defense community, which encompasses all DoD assets,
active and retired military, and civilian personnel. The
MAC recognizes our community as a critical national
defense asset and a valuable economic and community
partner.
Our mission is to promote and provide support for the
unique and mission critical activities of the Department
of Defense’s (DoD) NSFIH. Our goals are to educate,
inform and advocate for the defense activities and missions
that protect the warfighter and enhance national security
located here in Indian Head.

U.S. Navy Rear Admiral Carl Lahti, Commandant, Naval
District Washington, conducts a visit to the Chemical,
Biological, Incident Response Force (CBIRF), July 11, 2019,
on Naval Support Facility Indian Head, Md.
(U.S. Marine Corps photo by Staff Sgt. Kristian Karsten/Released)
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The following articles present updates on major issues
and projects affecting the Patuxent River Complex.

Something for Everyone: Economic Development
Efforts Throughout St. Mary’s County
By Chris Kaselemis, AICP, Director, St. Mary’s County Department of Economic Development
St. Mary’s County employs an economic development team that has a high-level mission to grow the local economy.
That mission is pursued by initiating projects and carrying out programs that collectively help create jobs and
facilitate the growth of local businesses.
The St. Mary’s County’s Economic Development team does their work in collaboration with a variety of partners
who have a similar passion to grow the economy in St. Mary’s County.
Here’s a sampling of what we are doing now:

• Preserving land to assist farmers, help protect the base,
and maintain a high quality of life with open space and
beautiful landscapes

• Unlocking funding and assistance in Lexington
Park and Charlotte Hall through the Sustainable
Communities designation

• Assisting local farmers to remain viable, protect
• Working with Town of Leonardtown to enhance the
farmland, provide locally sources goods for our residents
quality of life and improve a walkable downtown
• Helping bring tourists to our region
• Helping start-up companies through the TechPort
Incubator
• Assisting developers through the development review
and approval process
• Creating a hub for innovation and an attraction for
businesses and workers via the Airport Innovation
District

• Working to attract a young and talented workforce
for our employers
• Continuing to define our brand and bring awareness
to St. Mary’s County
• Working to attract and retain businesses with
branding, incentives, personal assistance, problem
solving, and highlighting our assets
• Promoting our work to showcase County efforts

For some of our work, the connection to improving the economy is
straightforward, but in other cases, an explanation helps to show how the
work affects the economy.
Land Preservation
How could removing land from potential development possibly help our
economy? Land preservation helps in more than one way. Much of the
Continued next page
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land preservation effort is focused near the Naval
Air Station Patuxent River, which views nearby
development as “encroachment” to the operation of the
Patuxent River Complex. Due to the intensive nature
of base operations such as jet traffic, as the number
of structures, workers, and residents intensifies, the
number of complaints increases, and the public safety
is reduced. When farms and other large open spaces
are permanently preserved, it increases the long-term
viability of the military installation. Patuxent River
is by far our largest and most important employer so
taking steps to increase the long-term viability of the
base is an obvious objective of St. Mary’s County.
Land preservation is not only pursued to help the base
and nearby residents, it also aids in keeping farms as
farms. The farming industry has gone through many
changes. It can be difficult to keep farms profitable
and there is pressure to develop farmland as a means
to provide income for one’s family. Land preservation
programs pay farmers in exchange for agreeing to not
development the land.
When farmland and other open spaces are placed into
perpetual easements that forbid further development,
the beautiful landscape of our County is preserved.

Maintaining a high quality of life is a key factor in
attracting and retaining both businesses and workers.
Assisting Farmers
In addition to land preservation efforts, we work with
and for farmers to help them remain profitable. By
most standards, farms in St. Mary’s County are small
in size. Few tobacco farms remain, but in the past,
farmers only needed small farms to turn a profit with
tobacco. With the State buy-out program for tobacco
many years ago, farmers needed to look to other crops
and endeavors to keep profitable. While soy, corn,
and wheat are common crops in the area, others have
turned to vineyards, produce for farmers markets and
vegetable stands, events such as corn mazes, and valueadded products.
Consumers increasingly desire to know where their
food came from and to purchase locally grown and
raised products. This desire fits nicely into the
changes many local farmers have made. Residents of
St. Mary’s County can purchase all varieties of meats
and seafood, cheeses, and vegetables grown and raised
right here in the County. St. Mary’s County produced
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The following articles present updates on major issues
and projects affecting the Patuxent River Complex.

Continued from page 15

wines, whiskeys, and hard cider are also available for
residents. Many farmers sell well beyond the borders
of St. Mary’s County to reach consumers within the
state and across the country.
Tourism
Bringing visitors to our County brings revenue for
restaurants, attractions, hotels, and other local
business. The County now contracts with Visit St.
Mary’s MD for tourism functions. A fairly new nonprofit, the entity resides in the offices of the Economic
Development Department, which oversees the
activities. Visit St. Mary’s follows recommendations
from the Tourism and Hospitality Master Plan, which
was adopted by Commissioners two years ago. This
document emphasizes that overnight stays are the key
performance metric for tourism, because overnight
visitors spend many times what day visitors spend with
local businesses.
Development Facilitation
An often-requested service provided by Economic
Development staff is to help move development
projects through the development approval process that
can be complex and involves County agencies as well as
outside entities such as MetCom, State Highway, Soil
Conservation and the Health Department.
Start-Up Companies
Economic Development staff assist start-ups with a
variety of services, including providing information on
resources such as funding, networking contacts, space
needs, and referral to other services such as the Small
Business Development Center. The County oversees
the TechPort Incubator through a contract with the
University of Maryland. This 6,000 square foot facility
at the airport provides both office space and workshop
space for members. Business coaching and technical
advice is provided by the TechPort Director, who also
offers virtual membership to those desiring consulting
services but not space.

Continued next page
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Creating a Hub for Innovation
The St. Mary’s County Regional Airport currently has
more construction activity than any other part of the
County. The County is moving the taxiway and road
to accommodate the extension of the runway. S. Hunt
Aero is building hangars and offices. The University
System of Maryland is preparing to break ground on
their $82 million addition to the University System of
Maryland at Southern Maryland (formerly Southern
Maryland Higher Education Center).
The County contracted with a professional planning
and architectural firm to prepare a master plan for the
airport and surrounding area which is now designated
as the Airport Innovation District. The Innovation
District Master Plan will show how the area can be
further developed to include dense housing, more
offices and hangars, opens spaces for events, and
paths and road connections to facilitate interaction
among the various workers and residents who spend
time there. These suggested improvements will be
considered within the parameter of maintaining the
viability of airport operations.

Unlocking Funding for Sustainable
Communities of Lexington Park and
Charlotte Hall
We recently submitted an application to maintain a
Sustainable Communities designation for these two
development districts in the County. A Sustainable
Communities designation is a national designation that
opens up an array of programs, funding, and assistance
that can help improve areas and facilitate investment.
The County brought together five departments, the
Health Department, Patuxent River, MetCom, the
Community Development Corporation, the Housing
Authority, and the private sector to complete the
lengthy application, which includes aspirational project
ideas for the areas.
Collaborating with the Town of Leonardtown
to Further Improve Downtown
Economic Development staff recognize the value of
having a walkable, historic, downtown core. To assist
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in the continued redevelopment effort, we
work with Town officials on their plans to
improve the downtown space, branding, and
market. Downtown Leonardtown is a key
asset in attracting young talent to our region.
Working to Attract Young Talent
The Economic Development Department
recently engaged a firm who held an indepth focus group with millennials to determine
their satisfaction with the area and what is needed to
attract young professionals to St. Mary’s County. We
learned that awareness is lacking regarding the many
events and activities in the County. We also learned
that having more walkable, dense shopping and
entertainment districts as well as walkable residential
areas is highly desirable. Participants also voiced a
desire for more stores, bars, and restaurants that are
popular with younger workers.
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Defining Our Brand
The Department of Economic
Development pursued a branding
and promotion effort to bring
awareness to St. Mary’s County
and the economic development
effort. “Take Flight” branding
is now recognized by many in
the community as it adorns
numerous publications, web pages, and promotional
materials. We are nearing the completion of our new
“take flight” website that will feature high quality
photos and easy-to-find facts and data. Our next effort
will be a short video that highlights the quality of life,
the economy, and the benefits of working and operating
a business in St. Mary’s County.
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Continued next page

Attracting and Retaining Businesses
A foundational activity of any economic
development office is working to attract and
retain businesses. All of the above efforts play
a part in attracting and keeping businesses here.
A high quality of life is essential as workers
more than ever choose locations before looking
at jobs. A robust economy fuels more business
starts and attracts more businesses. An
incentive package that includes both financial
incentives and assistance programs is another
key ingredient for success. The County offers
a property tax break that can reach $100,000
based on the number of employees hired in
target industries.
Promoting Economic Development
Efforts
Making stakeholders aware of the County’s
economic development efforts demonstrates
the value of tax dollars used to facilitate
economic growth. Promotion also helps
identify collaborators for these efforts.
Economic Development cannot succeed
without collaboration from many individuals
and organizations in our community and at the
state level. The entities bring ideas, resources,
and time to help programs and initiatives
succeed. The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance
is one of these valuable resource entities.
Strengthening our economy takes a
comprehensive approach and collaboration with
many entities. St. Mary’s County is fortunate
to have a pro-business climate and a keen
understanding of why a strong economy is
vital to the quality of life for all residents. The
Department of Economic Development, with
the support of the County Commissioners,
works in collaboration with numerous entities
and individuals to facilitate the growth of
businesses and make St. Mary’s County a
top location for talented workers and high
performing businesses.
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2019 Annual Dinner
The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance (SMNA) held its
Annual Meeting and Dinner on October 3, 2019 with
distinguished Guest Speaker Daniel L. Nega, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Air Programs) (DASN)
(Air).
Over 185 guests joined the Board of Directors at the
beautiful Historic St. Mary’s City State House.
President Heely recognized and thanked this year’s
dinner sponsors – Cherry Cove Group, Bank of America
and The Roosevelt Group.
Awards were presented to the highest level members
and grantors were recognized for their outstanding
support to the mission and vision of the SMNA.
President Heely ended the evening with his “State of
the Alliance” report.
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Special
Thanks!
Executive Level Members
Cherry Cove Group

PAE Applied Technologies

Senior Level Members
BAE Systems
Booz Allen Hamilton
DCS Corporation
KBRWyle
ManTech International
MedStar St. Mary’s Hospital
MIL Corporation
Quality Built Homes
S. Hunt Aero
Smartronix

SMECO

Associate Members
Ausley
Engility
Heron Systems
Old Line Bank
SAIC

The Maryland Dove
docked in the serene
waters of the
St. Mary’s River.
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Grants and Contributions

The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance is open for participation by any person or
organization that supports our goals and objectives. Contributions to the Southern
Maryland Navy Alliance are not deductible as charitable contributions but may be
deductible as a business expense. A membership application can be found on the
last page of this report. Contribution categories are as follows:

Executive Member $7,500 or more
Senior Member $5,000

Associate Member $2,500
Contributor $1,000

Members
Executive and Senior Members (July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)
Executive Members

The Cherry Cove Group

PAE

Senior Members
BAE

KBRWyle

Booz Allen Hamilton

ManTech
International

DCS

MedStar
St. Mary’s Hospital

Quality Built Homes

MIL Corporation

SMECO

Smartronix

Associate and Contributor Members (July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019)
Airtec, Inc.
American
Electronics, Inc.

College of Southern Maryland

AVIAN

Compass Systems

Aviation Systems Eng.
Co. (ASEC)

Dugan, McKissick &
Longmore, LLC

Bank of America
BB&T
Calvert County
Department of Economic
Development
Cedar Point Federal
Credit Union
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Coherent Technical Services.
Inc. (CTSi)

Millison Development Co.
Northrop Grumman
Old Line Bank
PNC Bank
Platform Aerospace

Engility

Precise Systems, Inc.

GE Aviation

Raley, Watts & O’Neill

General Dynamics
Information Technology

Resource Management
Concepts, Inc.

GI Enterprises

S. Hunt Aero

Heron Systems

Sabre Systems, Inc

HTTI

SAIC
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Sierra Mgmt. and
Tech., Inc.
University System of
Maryland at Southern
Maryland
Spalding Consulting
Specialty Systems, Inc.
Taylor Gas Company
Technology Security
Associates
Technology Systems &
Business Solutions
Tri-County Council
for So. MD
Zenetex

FINANCIALS

Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2019

INCOME

FY2019

FY2018

Private Sector

$81,000.00

$135,800.00

Public Sector

$90,370.00

$58,124.00

Interest Income

$1,242.16

$1,539.00

Total Income:

$172,612.16

$195,463.00

$160,475.00

$160,425.00

$28,023.87

$33,006.00

$188,498.00

$193,431.00

EXPENSES
Program Services
Management & General
Total Expenses
Submitted by Bob Russell, Treasurer, Financial Report

Southern Maryland Navy Alliance Granting

Agencies

The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance benefits from the support of several government
entities. The SMNA could not do its work without their support. The following have
supported the Alliance’s efforts in many ways, including extensive personnel assistance
in addition to significant financial grants:
• State of Maryland Board of Public Works

• St. Mary’s County Government

• Maryland Department of Business &
Economic Development

• Calvert County Government
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CAPT Chris Cox

Patuxent Partnership

Scott Travers

Sheriff Tim Cameron

MedStar St. Mary’s
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St. Mary’s County
Commissioners
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Matt Scassero
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Working to protect the current and future economy of Southern Maryland
Working to protect the current and future economy of Southern Maryland
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SMNA Accomplishments
Wind Turbine Encroachment

The quality of data collected on
Naval Air Station (NAS) Patuxent
River’s test ranges is a key strategic
asset for the region. SMNA worked
tirelessly to ensure that wind
farms built on Maryland’s eastern
shore didn’t negatively impact
the mission of the Chesapeake
ANTIC OCEAN (Aug. 17, 2014) The Navy’s unmanned X-47B,Test
right,Range. Defending our multibillion dollar economic engine from
ght operations
the County
aircraft carrier
USS Theodore
Roosevelt
St.aboard
Mary’s
Airport
Expansion
encroachment
is a key mission for
he aircraft completed
a series and
of tests
demonstrating
its ability
to the region’s
Safeguarding
supporting
diversity
in
SMNA.
ely and seamlessly
with manned
aircraft. (U.S.
Navy photoare
by Liz
economy
and strategic
positioning
SMNA’s primary
ased)
objectives. As the UMD Unmanned Test Site at the St. Mary’s

County Airport continues to grow and thrive, SMNA has
Unmanned
Aircraft
Systems
been working with our County and State
elected
officials
to (UAS)
Test
Site
secure funding for infrastructure on County property to serve
the runway expansion planned by the
county andthe
support
Safeguarding
region’sthe
economy
and strategic positioning is SMNA’s
growing businesses at the airport complex.

primary objective. As manned flight
and unmanned systems begin to
co-exist, SMNA was fundamental in
securing the establishment of the
UMD Unmanned Test Site at the St.
Mary’s County Airport. This multimillion dollar entry by the University
Systems of MD into the region will
increase development of thought
leaders in both Naval Aviation and
Autonomy.

Focusing on applications that will make a difference in our everyday
Solutions Talon 240 comes in for a landing next to a farm after a field
flight. (UAV Solutions photo)
Southern Maryland Higher

Education Center Third Building /
University Systems of Maryland
ned an office there as well, with an integration facility expansion
Academic and Research Facility
of been
Maryland
ner of ours University
from the very Systems
beginning, has
scouting Academic
locations

Facility
Thought
n. Not only and
as an Research
industry location,
but as a center of future
test siteleadership requires a well
educated
workforce,
Thought
leadership
requires
a
well
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Airport promises to be a hub of activity.
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tomorrow’s
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SMNA worked
we are verycapable
well prepared
for is thetomorrow’s
FAA UAS Centertechnologies.
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Become a SMNA Member Today!
How Will Your Company Benefit?
Build
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byensuring
ensuringthe
thecontinued
continued
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Air
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(NAS)
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River
and
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Shape the future through SMNA
Shape the future through SMNA priority
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and
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improvements.
improvements.
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Succeed for themselves and others
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Network at SMNA sponsored events,
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meetings
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the
region’s
shared agenda.
shared agenda.
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Membership
APPLICATION

Benefits of Membership
Members are recognized in our newsletters and
Annual Report. SMNA publications are distributed
to local, state, and regional officials; federal officials
across the Department of Defense (DoD); as well
as leaders in our Southern Maryland Navy and
business communities.
How Will Your Company Benefit?
Members are invited to monthly membership
meetings as well as occasional events sponsored by
SMNA to network, gain timely knowledge of issues
and programs important to your organization and
the community as a whole. Through the work
of SMNA Officers and Committees, information
pertinent to the businesses and organizations of
Southern Maryland is compiled from local, state,
and federal government as well as U.S. Navy
officials and shared with members.
SMNA consultants track law-makers and DoD
decisions to provide members a timely update
of issues relevant to our work, economy, and
community.
SMNA maintains membership with the
Association of Defense Communities (ADC) and
shares their daily newsletter with members.

q

Renewing

q New Member (Please check only one)

Name (Company or Individual):

Company Contact and Title:

Address:

Phone Number:

E-mail:

Annual Membership Fees
Please check one of the following membership categories.
Membership fee must accompany application.

q

Contributor .............................................. $1,000

q

Associate Member .................................. $2,500

Contributors have 2 seats at the Annual Dinner.

q

Senior Member ........................................ $5,000

Associate Members have 4 seats at the Annual
Dinner.

q

Executive Member ..................... $7,500 or more

Senior Members have 8 seats at the Annual
Dinner and are acknowledged at the Annual
Dinner and in all publications as Senior Members.
Executive Members have 10 seats at the Annual
Dinner, are acknowledged at the Annual Dinner
and in all publications as Executive Members.

Date:

Please mail membership application and check to:
SMNA, P.O. Box 748, Hollywood, MD 20636

The Southern Maryland Navy Alliance (SMNA) is a nonprofit organizaton.
Membership fees are not deductible as a charitable contribution.

Thank you for your co

Thank you for your continued support!
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P.O. Box 748
Hollywood, Maryland 20636

www.navyalliance.org

